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St. Paul’s Holy Communion reopening services were very small, but intimate, Spirit-filled, and 
open-hearted.  
 
In these small gatherings we were able to model protocols that incorporated not only safety, but 
beauty, the sense of the sacred, compassionate communications, a sense of humor and 
cooperation during these trying times. 
 
 
Here’s how the process worked: 
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The sidewalk is roped off for our registrants to line up, spaced six feet apart. A separate station 

is set up near the elevator for those who wish to use it for entering. 
 
Next, we greet and welcome people home! The Hospitality Minister will ask each person if they 
are healthy and have been safely interacting with others. 
 
Masks are checked; we have masks available for those who don’t have a functioning mask. 
Hands are sanitized before going into the building, using the beautiful portable stands designed 
and built by Paul Eshelman. 
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Just inside the door is our paperwork that shows our compliance with all State of New York 
requirements for the COVID-19 crisis. Also shown is the entry log used by staff and volunteers 

during the week. 
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Indoors, each person arriving is greeted again by another Hospitality Minister and introduced to 
a series of contemplative thoughts and images, to prepare for the Spiritual journey ahead. Caleb 
provides music on organ or piano as people are seated. 
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Each person is seated, one at a time, safely distanced from all others and at least 20 feet from 
Pastor Teressa, so that she can be free to speak without a mask. 
 
Pastor Teressa or Pastor Debbie offers a service of prayer and thanksgiving and sacred 
connection, including the participation in “singing with the body” a sign language version of one 
of our hymns as Caleb plays it on the piano. 
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One by one, people go forward to pick up the carefully-handled and pre-packaged communion 
elements, then return to their seat in the normal way. Communion is consumed at the same 

time, as a group activity. 
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After the service is completed, Hospitality Ministers help to escort people on a uni-directional 
path out the front/main doors, carefully distanced and with an opportunity to again sanitize their 

hands. 
 
Two lines to the exit doors allow spacing and prevent 
bunching together as we leave. A Hospitality Minister 
can stand at the elevator to let through anyone who 
needs it. We sanitize our hands and depart, filled with 
joy and and the Spirit of peace! 
 
The pews and all touchable surfaces are carefully 
disinfected before another service is held. 
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Information relating to future reopenings for Sunday services: 
 
We wish to emphasize that all people make their own careful risk assessments as to a decision 
on whether to attend an in-person service. Those who are at increased health risk, cannot 
comply or follow health guidelines, or have other concerns are urged to continue with our 
streaming services that are offered on-line. 
 
For those considering in-person gathering, here are some of the design features used in 
reducing risk of infection from coronavirus. They rigorously follow or exceed state, local, 
conference, and scientific guidelines: 
 -physical distancing (6ft. or greater between all people involved) 
 -ensuring everyone has an adequate mask that is properly worn, throughout 
 -ensuring everyone sanitizes hands before and after the service 
 -a verbal health survey of all attendees 
 -reserved seating so we know where everyone  
 -disinfection of surfaces after each service 
 -limiting bathroom use to one person per bathroom at any one time 
 -outdoor queueing (weather-permitting) 
 -uni-directional flow, one door in, one set of doors out 
 -exhaust fans draw air through our very large sanctuary before every service 
 -refraining from any singing in the building 
 -thorough training of Hospitality Ministers to shepherd people through the steps 
 -constant monitoring of State, County, regional statistics  
 -documentation that optimizes any needed contact tracing, follow-up  
 
While we are limited from singing, hugging, in-person coffee hour and socializing, we have 
incorporated some other beautiful elements into worship that weren’t there before: 
 -compassionate and personal contact with Hospitality Ministers throughout 
 -body movement and sign language with song(s) and other music 
 -a sacred, contemplative set of thoughts along the path into the sanctuary 
 -greatly increased consideration for each others’ health and safety as a new normal 
 -the potential for new elements to be designed (dance? artwork? other visuals?) 
 
These are joined to old familiar and beloved rituals and presence: the beauty of physically being 
together, physical eye contact and gestures of greeting, beauty of our sanctuary and live music, 
the joy of coming out of our homes to worship. 
 
Our streaming services are very precious and are drawing new creativity from within our group, 
and are here to stay. How can we grow in Spirit and Truth and understand Worship as a journey 
of faith, not as a mere destination? 
 


